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Abstract

tems was observed when given shorter, more
\realistic" queries in TREC-4 [10].
However, casual users in most cases do not
formulate long queries; online queries usually
consist of 10 words or fewer [6, 21]. This problem can be remedied to some extent with relevance feedback [27] and automatic term expansion [17], both of which have been researched
extensively. Nevertheless, a system responding
to ad hoc queries should make the best use possible of limited user queries, and methods are
needed for improving retrieval results given only
very short queries. This is especially relevant
for search systems that run on the World Wide
Web.
Additionally, we conjecture that an important goal in interactive information access systems is to try to ensure high precision in the
top-ranked documents so that users do not have
to look far down the list of retrieved documents
in order to nd ones that are relevant. In other
words, it is desirable for some information seeking tasks to provide very high precision among
the rst documents, where is small (on the
order of 5 - 30 documents), even at the expense
of high recall. This goal is in contrast with tasks
such as TREC, in which precision and recall
are considered equally important, and systems
are evaluated at cuto depths up to 1000 documents [9].
To summarize, two important issues for interactive information access systems for casual
users are

We show that two simple constraints, when
applied to short user queries (on the order of
5{10 words) can yield precision scores comparable to or better than those achieved using
long queries (50{85 words) at low document
cuto levels. These constraints are meant to
detect documents that have subtopic passages
that includes the most important components
of the query. The constraints are: (i) a simple Boolean constraint which requires the user
to specify the query as a list of topics; this
list is converted into a conjunct of disjuncts
by the system, and (ii) a subtopic-sized proximity constraint imposed over the Boolean constraint. The vector space model is used to rank
the documents that satisfy both constraints. Experiments run over 45 TREC queries show signi cant, almost consistent improvements over
rankings that use no constraints. These results
have important rami cations for interactive systems intended for casual users, such as those
searching on the World Wide Web.
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1 Introduction
Recent e orts in evaluation of full-text retrieval
systems, especially as seen in the TREC competition [9], work with very long, detailed query
speci cations. It has been observed in TREC
that longer query descriptions result in higher
overall results than short ones [17, 30], and an
overall drop in the scores of the top-ranked sys1
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(i) casual users tend to issue short queries
in simple format, but current evaluation
has focused on producing systems that
can depend on long queries to achieve
strong results, and

at xed document cuto levels for most of the
queries in the test set when compared against a
standard vector space ranking.
Several studies have shown that adding
structure to queries, e.g., with the extended
Boolean model [26, 28] and with a networkbased model [29], can yield stronger results than
either Boolean search or the vector space model.
These and related methods focus on ways to relax the stringent requirements of Boolean search
[20] in order to achieve a ranking. The work
presented here di ers in at least two important ways. First, we are interested in taking
into account issues related to term overlap and
distribution in full-text documents. The extended Boolean models in general do not address these concerns. Second, our experiments
are run against a very large collection ( 3 gigabyte) consisting of full-text documents, as opposed to the very small test collections consisting mainly of titles and abstracts used in most
earlier evaluations of this kind. Another potential di erence is the emphasis in this work on
simplicity of speci cation of the required structure, and use of standard, well-known, search
and ranking methods.
The next section describes the two kinds
of constraint. The rst is a simple Boolean
construct which requires the user to specify
the query as a list of topics. This list is converted into a conjunct of disjuncts by the system. The second constraint is a simple proximity constraint imposed over the components of
the query. The successful application of these
constraints also has important rami cations for
the TileBars graphical user interface [13] which
is also described. Section 3 presents the ranking algorithm in summary form. Section 4
describes experiments using this algorithm on
queries from the TREC collection, showing that
these constraints almost consistently improve
precision at low document cuto levels when
given a short user query. Finally, Section 5
discusses these results and their relationship to
other work.

(ii) casual users prefer to have a few relevant documents ranked uppermost, but
current evaluation is in uenced by recall
at very large document cuto levels.
In our earlier discussions of main topic
and subtopic structure in full-text documents
[12, 14], we have stressed the importance of recognizing the relationship between the terms of
the query and the topic structure of the documents in the collection. Especially in a full-text
document, there may be a subtopic discussion
that is relevant to a query even if the main topic
of the document does not directly address its
concerns. Thus, we are interested in developing
ranking strategies that capture the relationship
between the query and the subtopic structure of
the retrieved documents. Here we suggest doint
this by computing how the overlap and distribution of query terms in the retrieved documents.
The way we capture the e ect of term overlap is to structure the user query into a set of
components, each component representing one
topic of the query, and then retrieve documents
that have at least one subtopic that contains
a discussion of each of the query components.
We implement this strategy by making use of
two very simple constraints, or lters, and using
them in conjunction with a vector space ranking.
Thus, in this paper we present a method
that takes subtopic structure into account to
address both issues listed above. This method
results in greatly improved precision at small
document cuto levels given only short, simple queries. This is done by applying two constraints; the rst constraint requires some simple speci cation on the part of the user, and
the second is completely automated. The constraints lter out a subset of the collection, leaving the remaining documents to be ranked using
a standard bag-of-words method, such as the
vector space model. The ltering procedure is
intended to cause relevant documents to appear
higher up in the ranking than they would if no
ltering were applied. Experiments in this paper show signi cant improvement in precision
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2 The Constraints

2.1 A Simple Boolean Filter

The rst constraint, or lter, is needed in order
to ensure that all the necessary components of
2

This formulation is meant to capture the crucial aspects of the topic description, namely, alternative energy options, pollution, and cars.
Breaking down the query explicitly indicates
which components of the query are required in
a relevant document. It also invites the user to
expand each topic with additional terms, but
without requiring the explicit formulation of a
Boolean query.
There are, of course, other ways to express
a topic besides listing synonyms. If the contents
of the collection have been assigned subject or
category labels, these can in some cases substitute for a list of synonyms, or can be listed in
addition to the terms of interest. Research on
bibliographic databases has suggested that neither subject labels or free text alone perform as
well as the combination of the two when searching that kind of collection [22, 15, 19]. Furthermore, there are cases in which the user wants to
require the presence of a very speci c concept
that may well not be represented by those preassigned categories. Whether each query topic
is expressed by pre-de ned categories or by synonym groups the point to be emphasized here
is that the query should be speci ed as a conjunction of all of its important topics.

the query are represented in the retrieved documents. To bring this about, we propose the use
of a Boolean query that consists of a conjunct of
disjuncts (otherwise known as conjunctive normal form), in which each disjunct component
represents one topic in the query. This can be
accomplished in the user interface in a very simple way: each topic (disjunct) is listed on one
line, and a set of lines together act as a conjunction of these disjuncts. Our preliminary user
studies [11] suggest that users are able to adapt
to this format easily, although we have not yet
formally shown this to be the case.
Once this idea is adopted, we can determine its utility empirically. In the experiments reported here this constraint improved
or kept constant the performance for 27 out of
29 queries (in Experiment 1) and 22 out of 25
queries (in Experiment 2). The results must depend in part on how the query was formulated,
but it should be noted that in Experiment 1,
the query construction was done by the author
in an estimated average of 90 seconds per query.

2.2 An Example

Below we show an example of a conversion of a
short TREC topic description to a short query
in conjunctive normal form. The original topic
description (number 237) is:

2.3 A Simple Proximity Filter

The second constraint is on collocation of occurrence of the components of the Boolean
query. As described in the Introduction, This
idea is motivated by our earlier discussions of
main topic and subtopic structure in documents
[12, 14]. We have stressed the importance of
recognizing the relationship between the terms
of the query and the topic structure of the documents in the collection. We have introduced
an algorithm called TextTiling [12] that automatically segments long documents into multiparagraph subtopical units. The use of this algorithm is not required for the ideas discussed in
this paper, however; paragraphs or xed-length
blocks of text can be substituted for TextTiles.
The proximity constraint suggested here is
one that requires a highly-ranked document to
contain at least one subtopical segment with a
representative of each of the topics in the query.
Subtopical segments tend to be large, on the
order of 100 to 300 words, so this is a much
larger proximity window than has been explored
in most experiments on proximity constraints

Identify alternative sources of energy for
automobiles. Include additives to gasoline
that either decrease pollution or reduce oil
consumption.
This topic description can be broken down into
its subcomponents: pollution reduction and alternative energy and automobiles. As a practical consideration, since there are many ways to
express the concept of alternative energy automobiles, this in turn can be broken down still
further so that synonyms can be listed, e.g.,
alternative energy, electric, battery, solar and
automobile, car, vehicle, in order to give the
system a better chance of nding a match (addition of automatically or partially-automated
term expansion may be helpful at this point).
This process might result in a query of the form:
(and
for solar alternative energyg
for pollution cleang
for car automobile vehicleg)
3

2.4 Use in Interactive Information Access
This kind of query speci cation is used in the
TileBars graphical display [13] to aid users in
the interpretation of retrieval results. TileBars
simultaneously and compactly indicate:
(i) the relative length of the document,

Figure 1: The entries into which users
enter termsets, which are then treated as
a conjunct of disjuncts.

(ii) the frequency of the query terms in
the document, and
(iii) the distribution of the terms with respect to the document and to each other.
In the interface, each disjunct is known as
a termset, and users specify their queries as
a list of termsets. Figure 1 shows how a list
of termsets appears, using the example discussed in the previous subsection. Figure 2
shows some results of running this query on
the TREC/TIPSTER collection. The graphical
representation works as follows. Each rectangle
represents a document. Each row of the rectangle represents the corresponding termset in the
query display, i.e, the top row corresponds to
solar, alternative or energy, the second row to
pollution or clean, and the third row to car, automobile or vehicle. The rectangles are also subdivided into columns, where each column represents a text segment, as described above. Thus,
the leftmost column indicates the rst segment,
or paragraph, of the document, the column to
the right of this indicates the second segment of
the document, and so on.
Each square represents the number of hits
for the corresponding termset in the corresponding document segment. The darkness of
the square indicates the number of times the
query occurs in that segment of text; the darker
the square the greater the number of hits (white
indicates 0, black indicates 8 or more hits, the
frequencies of all the terms within a term set are
added together). Thus the user can quickly see
if some subset of the terms overlap in the same
segment of the document, and can see at what
position of the document this overlap occurs.
For example, in Figure 2, which shows TileBars for nine documents that have been retrieved in response to the query of Figure 1, the
rst document discusses all three topics at some
length. The second document focuses more on
other topics related to autos, although there is

Figure 2: The TileBar Display on a query
consisting of the three termsets shown in
Figure 1.
(e.g., [18, 8]) that focus on proximity ranges on
the order of 10 words.
Thus, the rst constraint requires that documents contain at least one representative of
each topic in the query. The second constraint
requires that these representatives all co-occur
within at least one subtopic segment of each
document; in other words, that their discussion must overlap, rather than be distributed
throughout the document.
It is important to realize that this strategy
is di erent than the \best segment" or \best
passage" strategies that have been explored recently in the literature ([14, 31, 25, 24, 4]),
in that documents are not assigned a rank
based on how well the best segment matches
the query; rather, the algorithm simply eliminates from initial consideration documents that
do not have any promising subtopic units at all.
4

a discussion of pollution issues towards the end.
The fth document has one subtopic discussion
of alternative energy and pollution and automobiles, apparently in the context of a larger
discussion of solar or other forms of energy. By
contrast, the last two documents seem to discuss auto pollution issues with only a passing
reference to the related notion of alternative energy.
Other systems have posited the use of a lineoriented query speci cation that corresponds
to conjunctive normal form. For example, the
Grateful Med system for medical abstracts [16]
has the user enter the query as a sequence of
lines of words. The Euromath system [23]
requires the user to specify queries as a conjunct of disjuncts in a database-like form, with
the and and or keywords marked explicitly.
The AI/STARS system [1] has a clever graphical interface which converts a two-dimensional
query speci cation into a Boolean formula that
can take on a much more complicated in form
than that used here. To our knowledge, however, no researchers have performed experiments that explictly compare users' performance on full-text systems with such a formulation to a vector-space or related ranking
method's performance.1

take part in the ranking, albeit lower down in
the list.
In summary, we suggest the following retrieval strategy:
1. The documents are divided into subtopicsized units in advance.
2. The user speci es the query as a list of
topics, one per line.
3. The system converts this into a Boolean
query; a conjunct of disjuncts.
4. The system imposes a proximity constraint of one subtopical segment over this
Boolean formula.
5. The system lters out documents that do
not have at least one subtopical unit with
representatives from all components of the
conjunct.
6. The system ranks the remaining documents according to a standard vector
space model.
7. If the resulting ranked list is too short, the
system appends the highest-ranked documents that have not yet appeared in the
results until the required number of documents has been reached.

3 The Algorithm

4 Experiments

Our goal is to optimize the ranking for the rst
documents, where is small enough that users
need not look far to nd relevant documents.
However, in some circumstances, for example,
to aid in the evaluation of this algorithm, it is
necessary to retrieve a xed number of documents, even if there are fewer than documents that pass through the lters. One way to
satisfy this requirement is to use multiple ranking strategies. In this case, it is suggested that
the high-precision ranking strategy is used for
the rst documents, and then the remaining
; documents are ranked using the standard
vector space method. Thus, if the lters block
out too many documents, those documents that
did not meet the constraints are still allowed to
k

k

This section reports on two experiments that
evaluate the performance of the algorithm described in Section 3. The rst experiment uses
queries created by the author and the second
uses queries derived from those formulated by
subjects in a separate study [11]. The next subsections describe the information access system
used, the collection and topics, results using
the author-generated queries and results for the
subject-generated queries.

n

n

k

n

k

4.1 The System

For these experiments we used the PARC TDB
(Text DataBase) system [7], implemented in
Common LISP and CLOS. TDB provides a
standard vector space weighting and ranking
scheme (similarity search), similar to that reported in [3], and standard Boolean search. It

Hersh et al. [16] compare performance of subjects using Grateful Med to those using a system
that accepts natural language input, nding no difference between the two, but the each system was
tested using di erent query formulations.
1
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also has an extension to the vector space ranking which we call stuctured similarity search.
This provides support for TileBars and the experiments described here. Structured similarity search ranks documents in the same way as
does standard similarity search, but it additionally returns a list of term o sets that correspond
to each component of the structured query discussed above.

The TREC queries were converted into a
form compatible with that described above.
Some queries were assigned words that do not
appear in the original TREC topic description.
Appendix A shows the queries as formulated
for the runs reported here. The vector space
rankings, which act as baselines for these experiments, make use of exactly the same words,
without the Boolean constraint.
The queries used in these experiments averaged 9.87 words in length. By comparison, the
full queries3 for TREC-2 and TREC-3 averaged
82.7 words per query. The unaltered TREC-4
queries, however, only contain 15.2 words per
query (many of these words are not \content"
words, e.g., question words such as how and
why, and closed-class words). In TREC-4, the
queries were designed to be shorter in order to
be more \realistic."
As mentioned above, the query construction
was done by the author in, on average, an estimated 90 seconds per query. Development of
the constraints was done on a di erent set of
queries with only three queries overlapping with
the test set shown here.
Several of the queries call for particular twoword phrases, e.g., surrogate mothers and social security, and so the constraints are used
here partially to force some kind of cooccurrence, where a simple phrasal proximity constraint could have been used instead. However, this speci cation is still more exible than
a strict phrase requirement, since the second
termset for Query 70 is mother motherhood instead of mother alone, thus allowing for hits on
variations of the phrasing of mother, and thus
loosening what may otherwise be too tight a
Boolean constraint.
For these experiments, subtopic segments
were simple xed-length contiguous blocks of
100 tokens each, since TextTiles are not integrated into the current version of the TDB system.
The precision of the results of each is evaluated at several document cuto levels. In some
cases, not enough documents are found that
pass through both constraints to allow for evaluation at the cuto level. To remedy this, when-

4.2 The Collection

We experimented over the very large ( 3 MB)
standard reference collection, the TIPSTER
collection [9] (consisting largely of newswire,
magazine articles, and government documents).
Associated with this collection is a set of topic
descriptions (referred to here as queries), and
relevance assessments based on judgments made
by information access experts. These were originally created for the Text REtrieval Conference
(TREC) sponsored by NIST [9]. Queries taken
from TREC-2 and 3 are evaluated against disks
1 and 2 of the collection, and queries taken from
TREC-4 are evaluated against disks 2 and 3,
as these disks correspond to the available relevance judgments. Each disk contains approximately 1 gigabyte of text data; thus the results
of these experiments can be considered to scale.
However, collections consisting of more speci c
subject areas, e.g., medical or legal text collections, might yield di erent results, such as a
preference for di erent kinds of constraints.
>

4.3 Experiment 1
4.3.1 The Author-Generated Queries

The rst experiment was run using 30 TREC
queries. Since the data from each year of
TREC has somewhat di ering characteristics,
ten queries were chosen from each of TREC-2,
3 and 4 in order to control for any di erences in
query length, number of possible relevant documents, etc. Queries were not selected based on
any particular features; rather we simply used
the rst 10 queries from each year (choosing 10
queries from each TREC year at random would
also have been appropriate).2

out query number 201.
3
Using only the Description and Narrative parts,
omitting the Summary and Concept parts which appear in TREC-2 queries but not in TREC-3 queries.

Actually, only 29 queries appear in the results
and Appendices; after the experiments were run,
the TREC organizers realized they had to throw
2
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Cut- No Constr Bool
% p
Bool% p
o (Baseline)
Impr
Prox Impr
TREC-2
5
.56
.58
4 .6
.70
25 .009
10
.52
.59
13 .009 .61
17 .2
20
.49
.52
6 .05
.55
12 .1
30
.44
.50
14 .003 .51
16 .08
100
.34
.39
15 .03
.37
8 .2
TREC-3
5
.28
.36
29 .2
.68 143 .008
10
.37
.42
14 .05
.60
62 .005
20
.40
.45
13 .07
.55
38 .03
30
.36
.44
22 .04
.50
39 .04
100
.30
.37
23 .04
.35
16 .09
TREC-4
5
.38
.33
-13 .6
.29
-23 .3
10
.30
.31
3 .7
.34
13 .3
20
.24
.33
38 .03
.32
33 .04
30
.23
.35
52 .0006 .26
13 .3
100
.19
.21
11 .4
.16
-16 .3

Table 1: Results for Experiment 1 showing average precisions and percent improvements over the baseline for Tables 3 and 4. No Constr indicates no constraints applied to
the vector space ranking, and acts as the baseline. Bool indicates vector space ranking
after applying the simple Boolean lter (a conjunct of disjunts), and Bool-Prox indicates
vector space ranking after applying the Boolean proximity constraint. Percentage improvements over the baseline that are signi cant (paired t-test) are shown in bold.

ever there are not enough documents for a given
cuto level, the top-ranked documents (according to the vector space model) that have not
yet appeared are appended to the ranking, as
in Step 7 of the algorithm in Section 3. These
cases are notated in the per-query results (Tables 3 and 4).

third score is similar to the second, except the
Boolean-proximity constraint is applied instead
of the Boolean constraint alone.
Looking rst at the averages and percent
improvement for TREC-2 and 3, we see that
there is a consistent improvement at all cuto
levels, and in many cases this percentage improvement is signi cant ( 05). The TREC-3
queries see very large improvements, over 100%
at one cuto level; such strong percentage improvements are dicult to achieve for TRECrelated experiments.
The table below compares the TREC-3
scores to those of the corresponding full queries,
which have an average length of 85 words:
p < :

4.3.2 Results
Table 1 summarizes the results for each set of
queries in the form of averages and percent improvement. Tables 3 and 4 show the results in
detail at various document cuto levels for the
three sets of queries. Each of these tables shows
the precision for three di erent ranking strategies. The rst score is the result of using all
of the terms as shown in Appendix A but using no constraints; the retrieved documents are
simply ranked according to the standard vector space formula. The second score is the result of rst applying the Boolean constraint and
ranking the documents that pass through this
lter with the same vector space ranking. The

Cut- Full
No Bool Bool- %
o
Query Constr
Prox Impr
5
.48
.28
.36 .68
42
10
.47
.37
.42 .60
28
20
.47
.40
.45 .55
17
30
.44
.36
.44 .50
14
100
.32
.30
.37 .35
9
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We see a consistent improvement using the two
constraints even though the full queries have on
average more than eight times the number of
words.4
Turning now to the TREC-4 runs, we see
less encouraging results. The scores in general
are lower for TREC-4 than for TREC-2 and
3, and the constraints degrade the results at
some cuto levels (although they signi cantly
improve the results at cuto 20). The problem
seems to be that the Boolean constraint was
too strong; seven out of nine of the the TREC4 queries were formulated with three termsets,
but most of the TREC-2 and TREC-3 queries
had only two termsets. In the few cases where
three termsets were used, especially notable improvements in precision seem to result: for example, queries 66, 152, and 159 all see remarkable improvements over the baseline when the
constraints are employed. However, this does
not seem to be the case for the TREC-4 queries.
As will be seen in Experiment 2, the constraints can be shown to signi cantly improve
the scores for TREC-4, using even shorter query
descriptions than in Experiment 1, when making use of only two termsets. Futhermore, the
averages for Experiment 1, shown in Table 1,
are evaluated over only nine queries; in Experiment 2 we make use of 25 queries.

of whom executed 13 queries. These consisted
of 12 of the 25 required for the interactive track
of TREC-4, as well as one extra query given to
all four participants.
However, there was a critical di erence in
the way the termsets were used in that study.
The query was not cast into conjunctive normal form. Rather, the entries in the termsets
were treated as one bag-of-words and used as input to the same vector space search and ranking
method as used above. The termsets were used
in two ways: (i) to show the hits in the TileBar
format and (ii) to rerank the results of the vector space search when showing the documents
to the subject in TileBar mode. They were not
used as a lter and no Boolean constraints were
imposed.
In most cases the subjects created four
termsets (the average was 3.84 over 97 query
formulations), most likely because there were
four entries available and the more termsets
used, the more detailed the TileBar display.
The queries were quite short, consisting of 5.38
words on average. For comparison, the unaltered TREC-4 queries averaged 16.84 words per
query (or 11.52 words per query when words
on the TDB stoplist are removed, since these
queries consist of full sentences in most cases).
For comparison, the queries generated by the
author for the nine TREC-4 queries averaged
8.25 words and 2.75 termsets per query.
So at an average of 5.38 words and 3.84
termsets per query, direct application of the
conjunct of disjuncts becomes almost a straight
conjunction, which is often too restrictive. For
this reason, and because the queries were not
originally devised to satisfy the constraints explored here, they were modi ed very slightly.
One subject-speci ed version of each query was
chosen arbitrarily and modi ed so it consisted
of exactly two termsets. Every query had at
least two termsets already, and those having
more were modi ed by the author by combining
pairs of adjacent termsets. No reordering was
done, even though at times it appeared that reordering would help the results by combining
related terms together. This was not done in
order to minimize the amount of interference to
the original query.
For example,
(and
for rearm gun weapong

4.4 Experiment 2

4.4.1 The Subject-Generated Queries

One potential objection to Experiment 1 is that
the queries were formulated by the author, and
that naive users' queries might be shorter or in
some other manner less amenable the ltering
and ranking techniques employed. To address
this issue, we performed another experiment
which used \real" queries, derived from those
supplied by subjects in another study [11]. In
this study, subjects were asked to use a graphical user interface that included, among other
display modalities, a version of the TileBar display. Subjects were requested to enter their
queries, those used for the TREC-4 interactive
track, in the line-by-line format as described
above. The subjects consisted of four University
of California Berkeley graduate students, each
The percent improvements are signi cant (p <
02) when all are compared, but at each cuto level
they are not.
4
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Doc No Constr Full Bool % p
Cuto
(B1)
(B2)
B1
5
.22
.30 .30 36 .07
10
.22
.30 .32 46 .008
20
.25
.26 .31 24 .008
30
.23
.24 .29 26 .008
100
.17
.17 .22 29 .01

% p Bool- % p
% p
B2
Prox B1
B2
0 1.0 .43 96 .0006 43 .01
6 .7
.41 86 .0005 37 .009
19 .05 .35 40 .01 35 .02
21 .05 .31 35 .01 29 .05
29 .05 .20 18 .2
18 .3

Table 2: Results for Experiment 2. Precision and percent improvements over the
baselines for 25 queries generated by subjects (average length 5.38 words) at ve cuto
levels. Baseline1 shows the precision for vector space ranking with no constraints using
the user-speci ed query. Baseline2 shows the precision for vector space ranking using the
original full TREC topic description (average length 16.84 words) and no constraints. %
B1 and % B2 show the percentage improvements over the indicated baselines, for which
the constraints combined with ranking yield signi cantly better results. Percentage
improvements over the baseline that are signi cant (paired t-test) are shown in bold.

for crime criminalg
for ammunition sale g
for correlation connetion g)

The second baseline is based on the scores
obtained when using the vector space ranking
on the query as originally speci ed in TREC-4.
These are on average almost twice as long as the
user-speci ed queries (11.52 vs. 5.38 content
words). Without constraints the short queries
fare far worse at lower cuto levels and about
the same as the full queries at higher cuto s.
The shorter but more constrained queries perform the same as or better than the full queries
at all cuto levels, with percent improvement
ranging from 18 to 43%.

was transformed to
(and
for rearm gun weapong
for crime criminal ammunition
sale correlation connetion g)
(retaining original spelling errors) even though
it would make more sense to group ammunition
with rearm gun weapon.
The queries in their original and modi ed
forms appear in Appendix B.

As can be seen from these results, the short
queries derived by subjects in an interactive setting can be made to yield much stronger results
using the algorithm suggested here than using
the query as originally formulated. At this point
we can discuss the poor showing in Experiment
1 on the TREC-4 queries. As mentioned above,
the culprit seems to be queries whose Boolean
speci cation is too speci c. Below is shown the
results of the rst nine TREC-4 queries using
the subject-speci ed formulations as in Table
2.

4.4.2 Results

Table 2 shows the overall results of this experiment. There are two baselines. The rst is
based on the results of the vector space ranking using the slightly modi ed user queries.
The percent improvement for application of (i)
Boolean constraint only and (ii) the Boolean
and the proximity constraint are shown. Again,
the improvements over the baseline are substantial and signi cant, ranging from 18 to 96%.
As the document cuto level increases from the
top 5 documents to the top 100, there is a decrease in percentage improvement over the vector space ranking. At the 100-document cuto
level, the single constraint performs better than
both constraints together.
9

Cut- No Bool % Bool- %
o Constr
Impr Prox Impr
5 0.29 0.29 0
0.44 52
10 0.26 0.28 8
0.42 62
20 0.28 0.33 18 0.37 32
30 0.27 0.31 15 0.32 19
100 0.20 0.22 10 0.18 -10

minutes per query. The queries were speci ed
as an ordered list of topics, called subqueries,
and most subqueries were speci ed as disjuncts.
Each subquery was ranked separately, and then
the ranks were combined according to the ordering of the subquery list, with the results
of a particular subquery ranked before the results of subsequent subqueries. This yields what
might be thought of as a psuedo-Boolean lter. The proximity constraint is somewhat different { instead of being xed, the subqueries
were ranked according to the inverse of the distance between the elements that compose the
subqueries. Thus elements that appear closer
together yield a higher ranking. The results obtained using this strategy for the manual ad hoc
using this approach were quite strong; however,
the average query length was long at 67 words
per query. The use of the inverse distance of
the terms satisfying subparts of the query is a
clever idea and might prove to be a good alternative to the xed length proximity constraint
used in the algorithm described here.
As discussed above, other researchers have
looked at alternative ways to rank the results of
Boolean queries [29, 28]. However, here we have
suggested something di erent, namely, that a
Boolean query be used as an initial lter, but
then vector space or other ranking mechanism
used as usual.

As can be seen in this table, up to the 100-level
cuto , use of the two constraints yields strong
improvements in precision. The comparison between these results and those of the TREC-4
queries in Experiment 1 (see Table 4) indicates a
possible need for a modi cation of the algorithm
to incorporate some kind of backing-o strategy
that favors satisfaction of more termsets over
fewer, but gracefully recovers when representatives from all topics are not present. This is related to the notion of quorum-level search [26].

5 Discussion

5.1 Relation to Other Work

Jing and Croft [17] experimented with how to
improve queries by making use of term expansion with phrasal collocations. Two of their results are of interest to this work. First, they
found that they did not get strong improvement
using term expansion on the full (long) TREC
topic descriptions. To see the bene ts of the
term expansion, they found it necessary to restrict the TREC topic descriptions to use only
the short Description part. Second, they found
strong improvements when they simply duplicated some of the phrases in the query, quite
independent of adding new terms. Furthermore, the most e ective phrases were singleword phrases. In other words, they improved
results by assigning greater weight to important
terms and thus force their system to produce a
better ranking.
It may be the case that such duplication
yields a similar e ect to the Boolean constraint
imposed here; identi cation of important terms
are made and then highly ranked documents
must contain those terms.
Some independent work related to our study
has been reported by Clarke et al. [5] on the
manual ad hoc track in TREC-4. For this track,
the researchers running the experiment are allowed to spend time formulating the query manually; in this case the researchers spent 15 to 45

5.2 Summary and Future Work

Interactive information access systems intended
for use by casual users should produce e ective
results given only very short, simple queries,
and (in most cases) should focus on ensuring high precision among the rst few documents shown, rather than emphasizing full recall. This paper has introduced a method to
enhance short user-speci ed queries, and results
obtained over 45 TREC queries show signi cant, consistent improvements over ranking the
same queries in a standard way. The main idea
behind the method is to nd documents that
contain at least subtopical discussions of all of
the important components of the user query,
and the method makes use of standard search
algorithms. Because the results are strong for
very short queries, they have important rami cations for interactive systems intended for casual users which should not require long, complex queries for e ective results.
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Doc Topic No Bool Bool Topic No Bool BoolCuto
Num Constr
Prox Num Constr
Prox
5
61 0.80 0.80 1.00
66 0.40 0.20 0.60
10
61 0.90 0.90 1.00
66 0.20 0.30 0.60
20
61 0.90 0.90 0.95
66 0.25 0.35 0.40
30
61 0.80 0.87 0.87
66 0.20 0.33 0.37
100
61 0.58 0.72 0.74
66 0.15 0.18 0.18
5
62 0.40 0.40 0.80
67 0.80 0.80 0.80
10
62 0.20 0.30 0.60
67 0.70 0.70 0.70
20
62 0.35 0.40 0.55
67 0.55 0.55 0.60
30
62 0.33 0.37 0.60
67 0.53 0.53 0.53
100
62 0.36 0.41 0.47
67 0.49 0.51 0.57
5
63 0.60 0.60 0.60
68 0.60 0.80 0.80
10
63 0.70 0.80 0.40
68 0.60 0.80 0.70
20
63 0.50 0.50 0.35
68 0.60 0.70 0.60
30
63 0.37 0.47 0.27
68 0.50 0.60 0.57
100
63 0.17 0.19 0.13
68 0.45 0.48 0.33
5
64 0.40 0.40 0.40
69 0.40 0.40 0.40
10
64 0.30 0.30 0.30
69 0.20 0.20 0.30
20
64 0.35 0.35 0.40
69 0.10 0.10 0.20
30
64 0.40 0.40 0.37
69 0.13 0.13 0.13
100
64 0.44 0.44 0.49
69 0.08 0.08 0.11
5
65 0.40 0.40 0.60
70 0.80 1.00 1.00
10
65 0.50 0.60 0.70
70 0.90 1.00 0.80
20
65 0.50 0.50 0.65
70 0.80 0.85 0.75
30
65 0.47 0.53 0.60
70 0.70 0.80 0.77*
100
65 0.33 0.35 0.35
70 0.34 0.50 0.35*

Table 3: Precision on ten TREC 2 Queries for Experiment 1 (author-speci ed queries).

No Constr indicates the baseline, i.e., the results of vector space ranking, applying no
constraints. Bool indicates vector space ranking after applying the simple Boolean lter
(a conjunct of disjunts), and Bool-Prox indicates vector space ranking after applying the

Boolean proximity constraint (at least one representative from each disjunct must cooccur within at least one subtopic segment). Asterisks indicate those queries and cuto
levels at which not enough documents passed through the lters and so the remainder
of the ranking was lled out by documents ranked highly by the vector space model
and not yet accounted for.
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Doc
Cuto
5
10
20
30
100
5
10
20
30
100
5
10
20
30
100
5
10
20
30
100
5
10
20
30
100
5
10
20
30
100
5
10
20
30
100

Topic
No
Bool Bool
Num Constr
Prox
151 0.80 0.80 0.80
151 0.80 0.80 0.80
151 0.75 0.80 0.70
151 0.70 0.73 0.67
151 0.37 0.45 0.27
152 0.00 0.00 0.40
152 0.10 0.20 0.40
152 0.25 0.35 0.60
152 0.23 0.43 0.63
152 0.33 0.49 0.55
153 0.00 0.00 0.00
153 0.00 0.00 0.00
153 0.00 0.00 0.00
153 0.00 0.03 0.00
153 0.02 0.01 0.00
154 0.80 0.80 1.00
154 0.90 0.90 1.00
154 0.90 0.90 0.95
154 0.83 0.83 0.97
154 0.76 0.77 0.84
155 0.00 0.00 0.00
155 0.00 0.00 0.00
155 0.00 0.00 0.10
155 0.00 0.00 0.13
155 0.02 0.04 0.08
156 0.60 0.60 0.80
156 0.70 0.70 0.90
156 0.75 0.75 0.90
156 0.80 0.80 0.93
156 0.82 0.85 0.93
157 0.00 0.40 0.80
157 0.10 0.20 0.50
157 0.10 0.25 0.55*
157 0.07 0.33 0.40*
157 0.04 0.36 0.12*

Topic
No
Bool BoolNum Constr
Prox
158 0.40 0.40 1.00
158 0.40 0.50 0.90
158 0.40 0.45 0.80
158 0.30 0.37 0.63
158 0.19 0.24 0.29
159 0.20 0.60 1.00
159 0.50 0.70 0.90
159 0.55 0.70 0.50
159 0.50 0.67 0.33
159 0.31 0.39 0.28*
160 0.00 0.00 1.00
160 0.20 0.20 0.60
160 0.30 0.25 0.45*
160 0.20 0.20 0.33*
160 0.11 0.11 0.14*
202 0.60 0.00 0.00
202 0.30 0.20 0.10
202 0.25 0.20 0.15
202 0.20 0.33 0.10
202 0.26 0.17 0.16*
203 0.20 0.40 0.00
203 0.10 0.30 0.10
203 0.05 0.30 0.10*
203 0.07 0.30 0.07*
203 0.04 0.11 0.04*
204 0.40 0.40 0.40
204 0.50 0.40 0.50
204 0.30 0.40 0.45
204 0.33 0.50 0.40
204 0.46 0.39 0.24
205 0.00 0.00 0.00
205 0.00 0.00 0.10
205 0.00 0.05 0.05
205 0.00 0.07 0.03
205 0.01 0.03 0.02*

Topic
No
Bool BoolNum Constr
Prox
206 0.00 0.00 0.20
206 0.00 0.00 0.20
206 0.00 0.00 0.15
206 0.00 0.07 0.10
206 0.00 0.03 0.04
207 0.80 0.80 0.80
207 0.70 0.70 0.80
207 0.60 0.80 0.75
207 0.60 0.77 0.60
207 0.41 0.51 0.41*
208 0.00 0.00 0.00
208 0.00 0.10 0.10
208 0.05 0.05 0.05
208 0.03 0.03 0.03
208 0.07 0.04 0.03
209 0.40 0.40 0.40
209 0.20 0.20 0.30
209 0.20 0.30 0.40
209 0.23 0.37 0.33
209 0.20 0.24 0.20
210 1.00 1.00 0.80
210 0.90 0.90 0.90
210 0.70 0.85 0.75
210 0.60 0.73 0.63
210 0.27 0.40 0.28

Table 4: Precision on ten TREC-3 and nine TREC-4 Queries for Experiment 1 (query
201 was subsequently thrown out by the TREC organizers). Notations are as in Table
3.
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A Appendix: Author-Speci ed Queries
; TREC 2 Queries
(setq query61 `(fisrael israeli tel-aviv mossadg firan-contra iran scandal diversion armsg))
(setq query62 `(fcoup d'etatg fattempt success successful overthrow surrender revolt oustg))
(setq query63 `(f machine translation translationg fsoftware application marketing product
develop implementation market implement prototype companyg) )
(setq query64 `(fhostage kidnap kidnapper hijackg
fnegotiate trade exchange swap release attempt political governmentg))
(setq query65 `(finformation retrieval irg
fstorage query text interface software application marketing
product develop implementation market implement prototype companyg) )
(setq query66 `(fnatural language nlpg
flinguistic feature capability parser analyzer semantic syntactic syntaxg
ftechnology marketing product develop inc prototypeg) )
(setq query67 `(fprotest riot sit-in uprisingg fpolitical government dissident politics g))
(setq query68 `(fasbestos fiber fine-diameterg fhealth hazard lung cancer osha harmfulg))
(setq query69 `(fsalt treatyg flimit revive ratify senate ceiling lobbyists lobbyg
freagan buildup starwars starg))
(setq query70 `(fsurrogateg fmother motherhoodg
flaw legal judicial lawyer court custody hearingg))
; TREC 3 Queries
(setq query151 `(fjail prison inmate correctionalg
fovercrowding overcroweded capacity taxpayer costg) )
(setq query152 `(fdefense military military-industrial contractg
fimpropriety cheating fraud briberyg
fservice product supplier contractor developerg))
(setq query153 `(finsurance coverageg flong term careg))
(setq query154 `(foil spill accidentg fgallon ton ship offshore holding tank shipborng))
(setq query155 `(fchristian coalition fundamentalism southern baptist bible beltg
fpolitical power influence voter turnoutg))
(setq query156 `(fgun firearm rifle semi-automaticg
fcontrol legislation brady law second amendment restrictionsg))
(setq query157 `(fsclerosis auto-immuneg
fcure cause treatment research drug therapy healing healg))
(setq query158 `(ftermg flimit senate consecutive representativeg ))
(setq query159 `(felectric alternate energyg fcar vehicleg
fdevelopment design developing underway building selling sellg))
(setq query160 `(fvitamins a b cg
fcure disease ailment preventative prevent improve success progressg))
; TREC 4 Queries
(setq query202 `(fnuclear proliferationg ftreaty treatiesg
fstatus violations monitor monitoringg ) )
(setq query203 `(ftireg frecycle recyclingg feconomic impact costg) )
(setq query204 `(fnuclearg fpower plantg flocation rate production kilowattsg) )
(setq query205 `(fparamilitary para-militaryg factivity group meeting exerciseg) )
(setq query206 `(fthirdg fparty perotg flikelihood viability success succeed wing) )
(setq query207 `(fquebec canadag findependence separatists separationg) )
(setq query208 `(fbioconversion biologicalg freuse recycle waste energy fertilizerg
frecent development research breakthrough product adoption adoptg) )
(setq query209 `(fsocialg fsecurityg
fstability instability broke bankrupt measure proposalg) )
(setq query210 `(fmedical needleg fwaste needleg
fillegal disposal dumping dump anti-dumping pollutiong ) )
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B Appendix: Subject-Speci ed Queries
The original query appears rst, followed by its modi cation to have only two termsets.
(setq query202 `(fnuclearg ftreatyg fproliferationg fmonitorg) )
(setq query202b `(fnuclear treatyg fproliferation monitorg) )
(setq query203 `(frecycle environmentg ftireg feconomics saveg fimpactg) )
(setq query203b `(frecycle environmentg ftire economics save impactg) )
(setq query204 `(fnuclear power plantg flocation listg funite stateg fproduction rateg) )
(setq query204b `(fnuclear power plantg flocation list unite state production rateg) )
(setq query205 `(fparamilitaryg funite stateg fterroristg fdomesticg) )
(setq query205b `(fparamilitaryg funite state terrorist domesticg) )
(setq query206 `(fpoliticalg fpartyg fthirdg funite stateg) )
(setq query206b `(fpolitical partyg fthird unite stateg) )
(setq query207 `(fquebec canadag fseparatistg findependenceg fprospectg) )
(setq query207b `(fquebec canadag fseparatist independence prospectg) )
(setq query208 `(fconversion recycleg fplantg fwasteg fdevelopmentg) )
(setq query208b `(fconversion recycleg fplant waste developmentg) )
(setq query209 `(fsocialg fsecurityg fbankruptg fproposalg) )
(setq query209b `(fsocial securityg fbankrupt proposalg) )
(setq query210 `(fmedical wasteg fdisposalg fillegalg fsolution solveg) )
(setq query210b `(fmedical wasteg fdisposal illegal solution solveg) )
(setq query211 `(fdwi duig fdeathg flawg fdrink driveg) )
(setq query211b `(fdwi duig fdeath law drink driveg) )
(setq query212 `(fcopyrightg fviolationg finternationalg unite stateg) )
(setq query212b `(fcopyrightg fviolation international unite stateg) )
(setq query213 `(fdna geneg ftestg fcrime murderg fconvict sentenceg) )
(setq query213b `(fdna geneg ftest crime murder convict sentenceg) )
(setq query214 `(fhypnosisg fself-induce selfg ftechniqueg ftrickg) )
(setq query214b `(fhypnosis self-induce selfg ftechnique trickg) )
(setq query215 `(finfantg fmortalityg fcauseg funite stateg) )
(setq query215b `(finfantg fmortality cause unite stateg) )
(setq query216 `(fosteoporosisg ftreatmentg fpreventiong fresearchg) )
(setq query216b `(fosteoporosisg ftreatment prevention researchg) )
(setq query220 `(fcrossword puzzleg fpuzzle makerg) )
(setq query220b `(fcrossword puzzleg fpuzzle makerg) )
(setq query223 `(fmicrosoftg fbill gateg fcomputer industryg fhistoryg) )
(setq query223b `(fmicrosoft bill gateg fcomputer industry historyg) )
(setq query227 `(fu.s. militaryg ffriendly fireg faccident foul playg fdeath killg) )
(setq query227b `(fu.s. militaryg ffriendly fire accident foul play death killg) )
(setq query232 `(fnear-deathg freportg fexperienceg fevaluationg) )
(setq query232b `(fnear-deathg freport experience evaluationg) )
(setq query236 `(flaw regulationg fsea oceang fdisagreement conflictg fcoastalg) )
(setq query236b `(flaw regulationg fsea ocean disagreement conflict coastalg) )
(setq query238 `(fparkg fnationalg fmaintenance managementg) )
(setq query238b `(fparkg fnational maintenance managementg) )
(setq query239 `(fcancerg fnationg frateg fcauseg) )
(setq query239b `(fcancerg fnation rate causeg) )
(setq query242 `(faffirmative actiong fequal opportunityg
fconstruction buildg findustry companyg) )
(setq query242b `(faffirmative action equal opportunityg
fconstruction build industry companyg) )
(setq query243 `(ffossil fuel energyg fprivate co industryg
fgovernment federal govg frestrict barg) )
(setq query243b `(ffossil fuel energyg
fprivate co industry government federal gov restrict barg) )
(setq query250 `(ffirearm gun weapong fcrime criminalg
fammunition saleg fcorrelation connetiong) )
(setq query250b `(ffirearm gun weapong
fcrime criminal ammunition sale correlation connetiong) )
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